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I.  ROMANIA, Bistrița

    The Bistrița-Năsăud district is a connection ”gate” that links two main regions of 

Romania: Transylvania and Moldavia. It is situated in the Northern Romania, as the first 

stop on Transylvanian land, the same route for you, as a traveller crossing Moldavia to the 

Hungarian border. This district has got a varied and complex relief, arranged under the 

shape of  a natural amphitheatre with three relief areas: Ţibleş, Rodna, Suhard, Bârgău 

and the Călimani mountains, hills and meadow areas.

Fig.1: Bistrița-Năsăud Map, source: http://pe-harta.ro/bistrita-nasaud/
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I.1. A LAND OF MAGIC-THE BISTRIȚA-NĂSĂUD DISTRICT



 Bistrița-Năsăud is a ”green” district with wonderful nature and many natural 

reservations. The life of people living on this land is in a close connection with all the 

forms of nature and has a magical dimension reflected especially in the ancestral 

traditions and customs which are still alive. A strong point of the Bistrița-Năsăud district 

is the preservation with a sacred respect for the popular cultural heritage, especially in the 

rural areas; the past, the present and the future are here just as a singular point of the whole, 

where eternity and infinity of the Romanian spirit just speaks from itself with a complex 

simplicity, the language of God, the language of the Alive as nature...

 A lot of natural elements  such as flowers, fruits, birds, the sun, the moon, the stars 

can be easily identified on popular costumes from the rural areas of the Bistrița-Năsăud 

district, but also on the walls, doors and windows of the local traditional blue-painted  

houses. All these elements can be seen on tablecloths, bed covers, pillow covers or towels 

that have been in the past the most precious part of the dowry prepared in advance by the 

women of the family  (grandmother or/and mother) for the wedding moment of the family 

youths.

 The semiotics of the stylised natural elements that are sewn on costumes tells us 

about a whole world, about a universe of sensitivity which  is deeply connected to the 

souls of the  Alive forms that are nearby, but also in-the human being`s creative existence. 

This connection reflects the ethical style of the human life respecting and valuing the 

natural elements, but also a non-separation of the human consciousness off them. The 

subtle meanings of these stylised elements have been the following: communicative ways 

of sensitivity for individual people and a durable expression of cultural matrix for a 

community and a sign of its authenticity.  Much  closer to nowadays, we see this 

subsidiary as a collective cultural genotype that essentially influences the phenotype of 

our identity, as human collectivism which is by far independent of the age of humanity. 

The popular cultural heritage with its tangible and intangible forms is a communicator of 

meanings, visions, dreams and human feelings with no time borders. We invite you to see 
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 If you are a traveller in the Bistrița-Năsăud district, you are happy to discover that 

there still exist alive blue-painted  houses in many of the villages here. You will be 

surprised to experience the smell and touch of the past, as if everything were part of you 

and you may recognise yourself in all dimensions of this sacred space. 

 If you are a traveller in the Transylvania area, you can stop in the Feldru village 

where a Blue-painted house awaits you, hidden among modern buildings, but still 

here...surviving  the challenges of  times, simple, surprising, authentic and  wise...as an 

ancestor, since it told lots of stories tothe people who have ears to hear.

Fig.2: The Feldru Blue-painted House
”Casa Ethnos” or the Alive Museum

Fig.3: The Feldrișor River

the Romanian cultural popular treasure of the Bistrița-Năsăud district that can be 

identified in museums, but fortunately for the Romanian people it can still be found in the 

households from villages and towns, as well.
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I.2. THE AUTHENTIC ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL

BLUE-PAINTED HOUSE OR THE ALIVE MUSEUM



 

Fig.4: The Feldru Blue-painted House
”Casa Ethnos” or the Alive Museum, back side

Fig.5: The Feldru Blue-painted House
”Casa Ethnos” or the Alive Museum, front side

 However, choosing the blue colour has not been accidental...it had triple role: first, 

disinfecting and protecting against insects, second, it offered thermal  protection and, 

third it was  water proof. The wood used for the house was treated with hemp or inseed oil,  

in order to make it waterproof, too.

 This blue-painted house dates back in 1890; it was built near the bridge over the 

Feldrișel river which was bombed during the Second World War. The blue-painted house 

has been affected by this event and rebuilt without changing the traditional techniques or 

materials. The Romanian Blue-painted House has been constructed by using natural 

materials which have been provided by the natural environment such as: the round stone 

was taken from the riverbed and the wood was  brought from the forests nearby.

 The structure of the blue-painted house is made from hard-essence wood such as 

oak; the walls are based on a real woodenframe and prepared for adhesion with a special 

mixture made of clay, horse dung and  straws. After the walls had dried up, they were 

covered with a solution  based on bloated stone which actually gives the blue colour.
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Fig.6: The Feldru Blue-painted House
”Casa Ethnos” - traditional working instruments

made from natural elements

 The end of a house construction it was 

announced by hanging up a cross and a flower 

bouquet on the top of  the roof. 

Fig.8: Inside the Feldru Blue-painted
”Casa Ethnos” House - traditional objects

Fig.7: Inside the Feldru Blue-painted
”Casa Ethnos” House - traditional objects

in the bedroom
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 The traditional Romanian blue-painted houses can also be identified and visited on 

the opposite side of the Bistrița-Năsăud district, very close to the Bistrița town, in all the 

villages that connect Bistrița with the Reghin town. Most of them are not literally  

museums, but  only 90% of them are considered alive museums because they have 

immortalized  the time and  the popular culture, even there, inside them, where there are 

still  living contemporary people,  real families who are existing and leading their lives in 

our new  digital century...

Fig. 9-Inside the Feldru Blue-painted House
”Casa Ethnos” - a baby crib

Fig. 10-Inside the Feldru Blue-painted House”
Casa Ethnos” - traditional objects
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Fig.11: A blue-painted Romanian house
in the Jelna village

Fig. 12: A blue-painted Romanian house
in the Orheiul-Bistriței village

Fig.13: A blue-painted Romanian house
in the Ragla village

Fig.14: Another blue-painted Romanian house
in Ragla village
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Fig.15: Another blue-painted Romanian house
in the Ragla village

Fig.16: Another blue-painted Romanian house
in the Ragla village

If you are a traveller on Romanian land and 

you want to pass–in the world of eternity, just 

knock on the door of a traditional blue-

painted house...somebody will open the door 

for you because Romanians know that 

”Eternity was born in the countryside”...
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  The creativity of the Romanian peasant is deeply connected with religious ideas 
and beliefs. The human being  and his  creation canot be separated from  the elements of a 
universe which has in the centre the Holy God and this is why the popular costume of 
people had initially been made  for celebrating the human existence and thanking God, on 
each Sunday, within the ceremony from the churches. This way, the person has become a 
part of the sacred time and the sacred space where for a moment he and she are parts and  at 
the same time centre of  the Universe; respecting this moment, they put on the best and the 
authentic costumes which have been made  with their own hands,  with efforts, passions,  
happiness and prayers.

  That is why, one  of the most important part of the  Romanian popular heritage is 

the  tradional costume both for women and men. As before mentioned, these are not just 

mere clothes...they actually reveal in ”silence” primordial stories of humanity and talk 

about sacrality, connecting the  beginning with the end in an eternity of creation where the 

peasant couple is nevertheless a transfiguration of the primordial human couple, 

according to the Biblical creation: He is the Man  and She is the Woman. 

   He and she, the pure souls of Romanian villages, love the flowers, the colours, but 

much more  the glow of the sun and stars in the sky... that is why the bead- handmade 

stylised flowers  can be identified  on  the main  part of the popular costume for women, 

but also for men; these are usually sewn on the breastplate, blouses, girdles or hats, as  

shown in the pictures below :
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I.3. THEMES OF NATURE WHICH ARE REFLECTED
IN THE POPULAR CULTURAL HERITAGE

OF THE BISTRIȚA-NĂSĂUD DISTRICT

I.3.1. The Floral Theme



Fig.17: Traditional popular costumes,
Virginia Linul house (the Salva village)

Fig.18: Floral theme with beads on the 
breastplate, the Bistrița-Năsăud district 
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.19: Detail-Floral theme with beads on the
breastplate, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.20: Floral theme with beads on the
breastplate, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.21: Floral theme with beads on the
breastplate, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.22: Floral theme with beads on the breastplate,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district (Virginia Linul House)

Fig.23: Floral theme with beads on the breastplate,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district (Virginia Linul House)

Fig.24: Floral theme with beads on the blouse,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district (Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.25: Floral theme with beads on the blouse,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.26: Floral theme with beads on the blouse,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.27: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.28: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.29: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.30: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.31: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.32: Floral theme with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.33: Floral theme with beads on the hat,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.34: Floral theme with beads on the hat,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

On the popular costumes, the floral motives have also been made by using an old sewing 

technique with coloured wool, thread or other materials, as reflected in the pictures 

below:

Fig.35: Floral theme on the blouse,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.36: Floral theme on the blouse,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.37: Floral theme on the blouse, the Bistrița-Năsăud district  

Fig.38: Floral theme on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district

(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.39: Floral theme on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.40: Floral theme on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.41: Floral theme on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.42: Floral theme with plastic on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.43: Floral theme with plastic on the gird,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.44: Floral theme on the woman skirt,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.45: Floral theme on the woman skirt,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.46: Floral theme on the traditional women`s bag,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district

(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.47: Floral theme on the traditional women`s bag,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district

(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.48: Floral theme on the traditional
women`s bag, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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 Traditional stylized motives with flowers can also be found on the peasant towels 

which are handmade with woven material as result of an old, peasant  technique, too. 

These  were and still are up to the present, used as giftsat the wedding ceremonies or other 

ceremonies that celebrate life. The old women used to put these on the house walls as 

decorative elements.

Fig.49: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.50: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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Fig.51: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.52: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.53: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)
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Fig.54: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)

Fig.56: Floral theme on the pillow cover,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

In the Romanian tradition, the floral stylised motives can also be identified on 

pillowcases and tablecloths.

Fig.55: Floral theme on the traditional towels,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)
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Fig.57: Floral theme on the pillow cover,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)

Fig.58: Floral theme on the tablecloth,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)

Fig.59: Floral theme on the tablecloth,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)
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Fig.60: Floral theme on the tablecloth,
the Bistrița town (Margareta Lovas’ House)

The floral stylised motives can also be found on chairs, doors, or handles of the churches, 

or on traditional gates made of wood or metal.

Fig.61: Floral motives on wood,
the Evangelical Church, Bistrița

Fig.62: Floral motives on wood,
the Evangelical Church, Bistrița
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Fig.63: Floral motives on wood,
the Evangelical Church, Bistrița

Fig.64: Floral motives on wood,
the Evangelical Church, Bistrița

Fig.65: Floral motives on wood,
the Evangelical Church, Bistrița
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Fig.66: Floral motives on wood gates
in the Bistrița town

Fig.67: Floral motives in metal on wood gate
in the Bistrița town

Fig.68: Floral motives in metal on wood gate
in the Bistrița town
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 Excepting the floral motives which  are most frequently reflected in the traditional 
popular  heritage, in Romanian villages and towns can also  be found stylized motives 
with  animals, birds and insects. These can be seen  on some elements of the popular 
costume, in churches  or on gates.

Fig.69: Animal motive with beads on the girdle,
the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.70: Bird and butterfly with beads
on the girdle, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)
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I.3.2. Other natural elements that are stylised in the
popular cultural heritage of the Bistrița-Năsăud district 



Fig.71: Animal and butterfly with beads
on the girdle, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.72: Peacock, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

 In the case of peacock men`s hats the levels of peacock feathers have been an 
indicator of how rich was the man who wore it; the more levels had the hat, the richer 
the man  was...
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Fig.73: 4-levelled peacock feathers
on men`s hats, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.74: 4-levelled peacock feathers
on men`s hats, the Bistrița-Năsăud district
(Virginia Linul House)

Fig.75: Dragons - the Evangelical Church,
the Bistrița town
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Fig.76: The lion motive on wooden gates,
in the Bistrița town

Fig.78: The lion motive on wooden gates,
in the Bistrița town

Fig.77: The lion motive on wooden gates,
in the Bistrița town
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II. POLAND, Humniska

 Humniska is a village which is located in a very rural area of south-eastern Poland 

and that is why the symbols which are shown in the photos were taken in the country 

houses still in use or the ones from the local museums. The symbols come from the local 

folk culture and as such they were used for their decorative value rather than for their deep 

symbolic meaning. Even at the beginning of the 20th century the time from which most of 

the symbols in the photos come from life for people in the villages was tough and filled 

with hard work. Moreover, although the people in the villages were literate, they usually 

attended school only to learn basic skills of reading, writing and mathematics. That is why 

they were not educated enough to know the meaning of the symbols they used for 

decorating their houses and everyday objects. 

 The symbols can be found on traditional clothes used for church and festive 

periods and sometimes on women’s scarves and men’s belts used on daily basis. Besides 

house interiors were decorated using symbols on furniture, benches, chairs, tablecloths 

and walls. Kitchenware in the form of pottery, plates cutlery and crockery were also often 

decorated. 

 In the past most of everyday objects were manufactured locally and that is why 

they reflect the local values and spirit. Because of the reasons mentioned above the 

symbols used for decorating were used for their visual qualities. That is why decorations 

most often include the elements of nature seen by the villagers. These were flowers 

usually in full bloom, animals sometimes wild but more often domestic like roosters and 

extra celestial bodies like Sun, Moon and stars. For people working in the fields late spring 

and summer was the best time of year because of the fact that nature woke up after long 
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winter and the symbols often reflect it. Hence most of the symbols like flowers and 

animals mean love, fertility, youthfulness, strength, livelihood, the best period of life. 

 The situation looks slightly different in town houses where inhabitants were very 

often educated and were aware of the significance of the symbols. Although the symbols 

were similar to these in folk tradition they were chosen consciously and with purpose. 

Town people could also afford to decorate their houses with object which came from other 

parts of the world that’s why more often than not they didn’t reflect the local spirit and 

traditions. 

 In contrast with both folk and town houses and their symbols stand religious 

symbols found in churches and convents in our area. Symbols used here were chosen 

carefully for their religious meaning and by people who were highly educated. But the 

drawback was that the symbols were not understood and interpreted for their deep 

meaning by the not-so-well educated churchgoers. 
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Fig. 79: The pillow from the 
children’s crib with the flower motif. 
The pillow is from the beginning of 
the 20th century. At that time the 
pillow was a traditional element of 
bedclothes of the children’s cribs.

Fig. 80: The folk outfit. These were 
used by most of Polish ethnographic 
groups. This one is from the end of 
the 19th or the beginning of the 20th 

Fig. 81: The coat of arms of a 
neighboring town Brzozów. In the 
coat of arms there is the head of John 
the Baptist on a tray, placed on the 
birch tree.

 Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, strength, livelihood, the best 
stage of life.

 Symbols: Red rose represents eternal love but because of the spikes it also signifies 
pain, sacrifice and suffering.

 Symbols: The birch tree symbolizes beauty, youthfulness, harmony, love 
womanhood and it is directly connected to the name of the town Brzozów (brzoza is a 
Polish name for birch tree).
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Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent 
youthfulness, strength, livelihood, the best 
stage of life.

Fig. 82: A cloth with a painted basket with 
flowers. Such cloths were used for hanging on 
the wall or as a decoration on furniture.

Fig. 83: A porcelain clock, it was a piece of 
furnishings found in middle-class living 
rooms. 

Symbols: Yellow daffodils represent a 
negative feeling, enormous  jealousy or 
unreciprocated  love

Fig.84: Porcelain cup with flower. 

Symbols: Peony, flowers with no spikes 
represent wealth, prosperity, joy but also 
embarrassment and shyness.
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Fig. 85: A bed cover with a flower motif 

Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent 
youthfulness, strength, livelihood, the best 
stage of life.

Fig.86: A wooden salt cellar. It used to be hanged on the wall in 
such a place so that it was always within a reach.  

Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, strength, 
livelihood, the best stage of life.

Fig. 87: A decorative wooden plate which was 
used as a decorative element of peasants’ 
houses.

Symbols: A leaf represents life, shade, 
shelter but also death, evanescence and 
anxiety. 
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Fig. 88: The entrance to the peasant’s
traditional wooden house from the 19th century.

Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, strength, 
livelihood, the best stage of life.

Fig. 89: Hand decorated scarves. 

It was used as head covers or as a 

piece of clothing put on the women’s 

shoulders and hand decorated 

women’s waistcoats. Both scarves 

and waistcoats were worn only for 

festive periods or on a Sunday for 

religious service. Symbols: Flowers 

represent hope, innocence, purity, 

spring and youthfulness.
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Fig. 90: Hand decorated folk clay water bottles 

Symbols: Violets represent friendship, 
brotherhood, modesty, faith and nobility.

Fig. 91: Wooden bench
with floral motifs on its back. 

These were typically present in the main room 
of the house where family gathered for the meal 
but also for sleeping. Benches like these 
featured in the village houses in Poland till the 
60s of the 20th century.

S y m b o l s :  F l o w e r s  i n  b l o o m  s i g n i f y 
youthfulness, strength, livelihood, the best 
stage of life.
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Fig.92: Decorative metal plate
with two roosters on the fence. 

In Poland it used to be a very popular motive. Plates like these 
were hang on the wall for decoration. It comes from the 20th 
century.
Symbols: Roosters represent fertility and abundant harvest 
besides pride, honesty and strength. 

Fig. 93: Hand woven rug used as a wall decoration
with a pond and a stork. 

Symbols: Stork represents the renewal
of life, revival of nature and the renewal
of life force. 
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Fig.94: Weathervane roof rooster. 

It used to feature on the house roofs to indicate the 
direction of the wind. 
Symbols: Rooster represents fertility and abundant 
harvest besides pride, honesty and strength.

Fig. 95: Church chandelier with shell motif.
It comes from the 18th century wooden country
catholic church. 

Symbols: St James shell is a symbol of pilgrimages to 
Christian sacred places but foremost it represents 
pilgrimages to Santiago de Compostella in Spain.
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Fig.96: Hand decorated linen tablecloth
from the 20th century. 

It was often used for covering other furniture besides 
covering tables.
Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, 
strength, livelihood, the best stage of life.

Fig.97: Plates with floral motifs. 

These were only used for special occasions and most of 
the times were used as a decoration.
Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, 
strength, livelihood, the best stage of life.
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Fig.98: Men’s folk linen shirt with geometric flowers. 

Shirts like these were used as a part of the outfit worn for 
special occasions. They were used in the 19th and 20th 
century. 
Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, 
strength, livelihood, the best stage of life.

Fig. 99: Wooden chest with floral motif
from the 19th century. 

Wooden chests were used for storage of clothes and for 
sitting. 
Symbols: Flowers in bloom represent youthfulness, 
strength, livelihood, the best stage of life.
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Fig.100: Metal chandeliers from the 18th century
wooden church with the symbol of sun.

Symbols: Sun represents glory, energy, generosity and 
godly order. 

Fig.101: Wrought iron hinge stylized
into a flamingo neck and head. 

The hinge is from the blacksmith’s house.
Symbols: Birds in Polish folk culture were considered 
as an intermediary between heaven and earth. 
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III. CROATIA, Šibenik

 In this catalogue we have wanted to present decorations typical for the Dalmatian 

region of Croatia. This part of Croatia, recognized for its natural beauties, was the object 

of aspiration for many different cultures, from the Roman and Austro-Hungarian Empire 

to the Republic of Venice, which all, at some point in the past, governed this territory.

 From The Temple of Jupiter to the Art Nouveau family houses, Dalmatia was home 

to lots of rulers, which all left unique monuments that are today considered world 

heritage. The most extraordinary one is St James Cathedral in Šibenik. Three masters 

were working on it: Giorgio da Sebenico, Niccolò da Giovanni Fiorentino and Bonino da 

Milano. These three names appear constantly throughout Dalmatian cultural heritage.

 The most of the sites are sacral ones (churches, cathedrals) as religion has played 

significant role in the life of Croats (in the old town of Šibenik there are 24 churches!). 

They are mostly decorated by animal and herbal motifs. Animal ones are closely 

connected to the Christian symbolism (lambs, eagles, swans) or they celebrate the circle 

of life. Herbal motifs are usually those characteristic of the Mediterranean cultures, which 

are easily grown on rare pieces of terra rossa: vines, grapes, olives and figs. These cultures 

meant life for Dalmatian people and were treated respectfully.

 The most outstanding examples are connected to the Italian influence, which is due 

to the vicinity of these two territories: Italy has left us live, not only with their family 

names and language, which is deeply incorporated in regional speech, but with the 

schools of construction as well.The stone here is not merely the construction material but 

has deeper meaning. Dalmatia is not rich in fertile land but is mostly a rockery: there is 

stone in abundance. For people it meant more physical effort to grow something here. The 

stone, therefore, remains the witness of that struggle and a monument to these people's 

hard work.
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Fig.102: The lunette of the portal
of the Papalić Palace / Split Museum

Split, around 1450 - late Gothic
Leaves bending in the wind. On top of the lunette, above 
the coat of arms, there is a dragon. The work of Juraj 
Dalmatinac (Giorgio da Sebenico)
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Fig.103: Transom, jamb and side wall
of the facade of The Temple of Jupiter,
today the baptistery of St John the Baptist

Split, 3rd century
Pantheistic concept of the original Roman religion is 
presented by small characters of Jupiter, Heracles, the Sun 
(Sol), the Victory (Victoria) and displays of mascarons, 
giants and fantastic animals which are embossed on the 
transom and jambs of the main entrance.

Fig.104: The transom of the portal
of The Temple of Jupiter

Split, 3rd century
A lot of herbal motifs, two human heads, two 
masks and an eaglet.
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Fig.105: A detail on the north wall
of The Cathedral of Saint Domnius

(Dujam, Duje)

Split, 13th/14th century
A lion grabbing a lamb.

Fig.106: A detail on the north wall
of The Cathedral of Saint Domnius
(Dujam, Duje)

Split, 13th/14th century
A Romanesque double column ends up with a foliage capital.
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Fig.107: The ground floor arch of The Cathedral of Saint Domnius, Split, 13th/14th century

Fig.108: The portal of The Cathedral of Saint Domnius

Split, 4th century

Of ancient origins, with herbal motifs enclosing animal heads: a deer, a 
dog, a hare and a rooster.

A pig feeding its young ones and a man hunting them with the bow and arrow.
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Fig.109: The coat of arms
of the noble family Marulić, Split

It is the late Gothical palace from the second 
half of 15th century, the work of Juraj 
Dalmatinac. The coat of arms in the lunette.

Fig.110: The town clock,
People’s Square (Pjaca), Split 1958

The 24 hour clock with the Sun motif and 
Roman numbers  has  been set  on the 
Romanesque tower.
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Fig.111: The Renaissance Palace Karepić, Split, 16th century

A pod of dolphins bent in a play.

Fig. 112: The County Courthouse, 1896, Šibenik

An Art Nouveau decoration on the facade presenting fruits 
of the earth under two olive branches.

Fig. 113: A detail on the facade of the Church of Saint Spirit,
17th century, Šibenik

Flying eagle
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Fig.114: Details on the facade of the House Iljadica-Grbešić,
1911, Šibenik

 The house is the best example of Art Nouveau in 

the town. The decorative details are rich in floral 

motives, leaves, tendrils, wreaths, shells, ribbons, as 

well as different geometrical shapes.
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Fig.115: Original fragment
of the Town Hall, Šibenik,
mid 16th century,
Šibenik Museum

A part of the paving slab of the 
balcony with motives of flowers

Fig.116: An  extraordinary example of Dalmatian Middle Age construction: a wreath (ghirlanda)
with fruit, in this case typical local ones like grapes and olives 

 Renaissance window on the bell tower of St John Church, Šibenik, 15th 
century, attributed to Niccolò di Giovanni Fiorentino.
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Fig.117: A lamb in the lunette of the window 

Niccolò di Giovanni Fiorentino was one of the 
St James Cathedral masters. He belongs to the 
Donatello school of sculpture.

Fig.118: St John Church, Šibenik,
15th century, Ivan Pribislavić

A lion guarding the balustrade on the south wall.
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Fig.119: The Rossini Palace,
a fragment from the lunette
of the Gothic portal, Šibenik

 This is the oldest palace in Šibenik, built in the 13th century. The coat of arms is the 

one of the family Tobolović and it was said to be the most beautiful one at the time. The 

original coat of arms was removed and taken away at the end of the 19th century but it was 

reconstructed together with the portal itself. A shield with a lion lies on vines with the 

eagle on the top.

Fig.120: Gargoyle in shape of a lion head
on the facade.

Town Hall, Šibenik, the exact replica of the 
Renaissance Town Hall
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The Town Hall stands opposite the north entrance of The St James Cathedral and 

closes the medieval central town square (Plathea communis).

Fig.121: Lion Gate, Šibenik,
15th century, Bonino da Milano

 North entrance of St James Cathedral, listed on the 

UNESCO World Heritage List, is guarded by a lion and a 

lioness which symbolize Venetian colonial power. 

Šibenik, as well as the whole Dalmatia were under the rule 

of Republic of Venice for 400 years, starting from the 

beginning of the 15th century.

The building of Seminary, Šibenik, 1929

Fig.122: A swan above the main street entrance.
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Fig. 123-A jamb on an old town house, Šibenik
The relief of the grapes

Fig. 124: A detail on the relief, St John Church,
Šibenik, 15th century, Ivan Pribislavić

Fig.125: Ceramic oil lamp, Šibenik Museum,
local finding, 1st-7th century

St John's Brothers at the bottom of a hill.

The decoration is not surprising as a rooster used to be related to solar 

deities because its crowing at the break of dawn symbolises the 

sunrise.
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Fig.126: A detail on the relief
of the Gothic portal, Šibenik

St James Cathedral, 15th century, Šibenik, 
Bonino da Milano

Fig.127: A detail from the column on the north entrance
(Lion Gate) of St James Cathedral: vines and grapes.

Fig.128: St James Cathedral,
15th century, Šibenik
A detail on the wreath: olives.
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IV. SLOVENIA, Rogaška Slatina

 The town Rogaška Slatina is the oldest Slovenian health resort which prides itself 
with an over 400-year old tradition. It has a very rich natural and cultural heritage that 
shapes the touristic offer of the town and successfully contributes to its recognition.
 Until the middle of the 19th century, the Rogaška Slatina health resort was a widely 
renowned meeting place for Austro-Hungarian elites and it was clearly separated from its 
agricultural surrounding environment, since at that time the majority of people from that 
area lived mainly off land. It wasn’t until the second half of the 19th century, that private 
residents started to build villas near the health resort and the locality finally began to 
connect with the health resort core.
 Due to the social stratification of the residents and the separation of the place, there 
are noticeable differences in the natural and cultural heritage that came to the fore in 
certain parts of the town.
 Architecture was in the forefront of the health resort center, for buildings were 
built with the sole purpose to please well-to-do guests with their looks and comfort. The 
architectural style was inspired by luxurious European courts and was unaffected by the 
local tradition of the town.
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Fig.129: Hydrotherapy, built in 1904 as a hygiene bath, ornamented entrance

Fig.130: Spa House (today’s Grand Hotel Rogaška),
built in 1912, Corinthian columns with capitals ornamented

with acacia adorning the front 
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Fig.131: Temple Pavilion, famous since 1680, built in classicistic style,
with twelve ionic columns with volutes

Fig.132: Old manager's office, 

 It was built in 1805, which is the oldest building in town, used to house the first 

spa administration, storeys decoratively divided by colours, richly spread arcade and 

an ornamented stone front entrance.
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 The interior furnishings of the middle class followed the tradition of comfort and 

aesthetics as well. Most objects used by the wealthier class lacked usability in favour of 

their attractive appearance. They used to be decorated with colourful floral patterns, that 

didn’t reflect the domestic natural environment. In that way, the middle-class wanted to 

demonstrate the belonging to the upper class.

Fig.133: Tablecloth embroidered with flowers in a middle-class apartment

Fig.134: Porcelain plate with a floral pattern
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Fig.137: Smaller decorative handmade pillow 

Fig.135: Upper-class cutlery with ornamented handles 

Fig.136: Porcelain clock with a floral pattern
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Fig.138: Decorative vase inspired
by Chinese porcelain

Fig.139: Carved wooden
foot of a bourgeois bed

Fig.140: Junež Homestead, a homestead
from the end of the 18th century
(residential house, outbuilding, apiary,
hayrack; ethnological heritage)   

 In the 19th and in the beginning of the 20th century the buildings in the outskirts of 

the town, in places where the poorer peasant residents lived, were wooden with straw 

roofs. 
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 The life of a farmer was throughout connected with their environment, so the 

heritage from that time and space perfectly reflects the life of a Slovene farmer form that 

period. Rural residents partially imitated the townspeople in their way of living, but they 

used to adapt certain aspects to their needs. For instance, everyday objects were normally 

more practical and less embellished. The symbols they used can be found in local natural 

environment.

Fig.141: Wooden country storage chest 

Fig.142: Ceramic kitchenware with floral theme
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Fig.143: Farmhouse bread ovens with natural motifs

Fig.144: Linen curtains, embroidered tablecloth (handmade)
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Fig.145: Wooden bed with hand-embroidered bedclothes
with floral pattern 

Fig.146: Metal kitchenware, metal forks

Fig.147: Porcelain jug with a
monochrome floral motif
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Fig.148: Clay dish on a handmade tablecloth  

Fig.149: Headgear, part of ethnic
costume (embroidered floral motifs)  

Fig.150: Oil lamp (lantern) 

 In the past, the bond between man and nature 

used to be much stronger. Peasants depended on nature 

for survival, which is one of the reasons why nature 

motifs kept reappearing in all segments of their lives 

and work. 
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Fig.151: Hive painting
(painting of autochthonous cultural elements
on beehives, middle of 18th century)

Fig.152: Vineyard motif (grapes)
on a multipurpose kitchenware 

 Nowadays, Rogaška Slatina is a lot more than a health resort. It has developed into 

an interesting place where four centuries of tradition intertwine with contemporary spirit. 

The town has become more open and outward oriented, for it wants to present its visitors 

all the wholeness it has to offer. On their journey through time, visitors can experience 

habits and customs of Rogaška Slatina and taste the traditional cuisine.   

 Pictures used have been taken by third triad pupils of 1st Primary School Rogaška 

Slatina. Those of peasantry objects were taken in ethnographic open-air museum Junež 

Homestead, on farm Pomona, which has been designed in traditional Styrian country 

style, and at our pupils’ grandfathers and grandmothers’ homes.   
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